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Hyperekplexia, an inherited neuronal disorder characterized by exaggerated startle responses with unexpected sensory stimuli, is caused
by dysfunction of glycinergic inhibitory transmission. From analysis of newly identified human hyperekplexia mutations in the glycine
receptor (GlyR) �1 subunit, we found that an alanine-to-proline missense mutation (A384P) resulted in substantially higher desensiti-
zation level and lower agonist sensitivity of homomeric �1 GlyRs when expressed in HEK cells. The incorporation of the � subunit fully
reversed the reduction in agonist sensitivity and partially reversed the desensitization of �1A384P. The heteromeric �1A384P� GlyRs
showed enhanced desensitization but unchanged agonist-induced maximum responses, surface expression, main channel conductance,
and voltage dependence compared with that of the wild-type �1� (�1WT�) GlyRs. Coexpression of the R392H and A384P mutant �1
subunits, which mimic the expression of the compound heterozygous mutation in a hyperekplexia patient, resulted in channel properties
similar to those with �1A384P subunit expression alone. In comparison, another human hyperekplexia mutation �1P250T, which was
previously reported to enhance desensitization, caused a strong reduction in maximum currents in addition to the altered desensitiza-
tion. These results were further confirmed by overexpression of �1P250T or �1A384P subunits in cultured neurons isolated from SD rats of either
sex. Moreover, the IPSC-like responses of cells expressing �1A384P� induced by repeated glycine pulses showed a stronger frequency-dependent
reduction than those expressing �1WT�. Together, our findings demonstrate that A384 is associated with the desensitization site of the �1
subunit and its proline mutation produced enhanced desensitization of GlyRs, which contributes to the pathogenesis of human hyperekplexia.
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Introduction
Mutation in the glycine receptor (GlyR) �1 subunit is one of the
major causes of human hyperekplexia, an inherited neurological

disease characterized by exaggerated startle responses triggered
by unexpected stimuli (Bode and Lynch, 2014). Understanding
the functional roles of these mutations will not only uncover
physiological roles of GlyRs at the behavioral and synaptic levels,
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Significance Statement

Human startle disease is caused by impaired synaptic inhibition in the brainstem and spinal cord, which is due to either direct loss
of GlyR channel function or reduced number of synaptic GlyRs. Considering that fast decay kinetics of GlyR-mediated inhibitory
synaptic responses, the question was raised whether altered desensitization of GlyRs will cause dysfunction of glycine transmis-
sion and disease phenotypes. Here, we found that the �1 subunit mutation A384P, identified from startle disease patients, results
in enhanced desensitization and leads to rapidly decreasing responses in the mutant GlyRs when they are activated repeatedly by
the synaptic-like simulation. These observations suggest that the enhanced desensitization of postsynaptic GlyRs could be the
primary pathogenic mechanism of human startle disease.
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but also bridge a connection between the molecular structure and
functional output of GlyRs. Being the primary genetic target for
hyperekplexia, new GlyR �1 mutations from patients have been
reported (Bode and Lynch, 2014). However, functional analysis
of these mutant GlyRs is still lagging behind, and the association
between the mechanistic aspects of channel function and the
pathogenesis of hyperekplexia remains largely unexplored.

Since the first identified mutation, R271L/Q, from hereditary
hyperekplexia patients, researchers have revealed critical sites in
the GlyR �1 subunit for channel gating, desensitization, allosteric
modulation, and membrane expression (Shiang et al., 1993; Lan-
gosch et al., 1994; Rajendra et al., 1995; Villmann et al., 2009;
Zhou et al., 2013; Schaefer et al., 2015). Functional analysis of
missense hyperekplexia mutations and systematic screening of
the flanking segments have helped to uncover the amino acid
residues crucial to GlyR function. For example, the �1 subunit
R271 residue, adjacent transmembrane segment 2 (TM2) and
extracellular TM2-TM3 linker are involved in channel gating
(Langosch et al., 1994; Rajendra et al., 1995). The intracellular
TM1-TM2 linker containing the P250 residue is involved in both
channel gating and desensitization (Saul et al., 1999). Loop D and
�-strands 2–3 in the extracellular domain, including residues
W68, D70, and R72, have been shown to determine forward traf-
ficking of GlyRs to the neuronal surface (Schaefer et al., 2015).
From these and other human mutations, it has been established
that deficits in agonist affinity, channel gating, and membrane
expression could directly impair the amplitude of GlyR-mediated
currents at synapses, and were thereby causally linked to the
pathogenesis of hyperekplexia. Channel desensitization is also an
important electrophysiological property that is involved in shap-
ing the time course of fast synaptic transmission and controlling
current flow (Jones and Westbrook, 1996; Keramidas and Lynch,
2013; Zhang et al., 2013). However, GlyR mutations known to
affect desensitization, including P250T and P230S, are also asso-
ciated with deficits in other channel properties, such as agonist
sensitivity or maximum responses (Saul et al., 1999; Bode et al.,
2013). Therefore, whether desensitization could be the primary
causative link to hyperekplexia is still unclear.

Interestingly, unlike glutamate receptors, the intracellular
loops are considered one of the key entities for desensitization in
several types of Cys-loop receptors, including GABAA receptors
(GABAARs), 5-HT3A receptors and GlyRs (Hu et al., 2006; McK-
innon et al., 2012; Gielen et al., 2015). In GlyRs, the TM1-TM2
linker is important for desensitization because several missense
mutations in this segment affect desensitization (Lynch et al.,
1997; Saul et al., 1999; Breitinger et al., 2001). Moreover, a group
of studies has suggested involvement of the large TM3-TM4 in-
tracellular loop (Nikolic et al., 1998; Papke and Grosman, 2014;
Langlhofer et al., 2015), and a recent systematic study has further
narrowed down the desensitization gate to the proximal region of
the cytoplasmic end of TM3 (Gielen et al., 2015). Interestingly,
TM4 does not appear to have a role because incorporating TM4
of GlyR �1 into the nondesensitized �1 GABAAR did not produce
faster desensitization. However, as TM4 and its neighboring in-
tracellular segment participate in the control of channel conduc-

tance and desensitization in other Cys-loop receptors (e.g., the
5-HT3A receptor) (Kelley et al., 2003; Hu et al., 2006), it is worth
considering that the TM4 adjacent regions also contribute to
GlyR desensitization.

In the present study, we performed functional analysis of a
newly identified hyperekplexia mutation �1A384P located in the
TM3-TM4 linker (Mine et al., 2015). Interestingly, we found that
�1A384P strongly enhanced GlyR desensitization, indicating a
new desensitization site at the cytoplasmic end of TM4 and a link
between GlyR desensitization and the cause of human hyperekplexia.

Materials and Methods
cDNA constructs and transfection. Wild-type (WT) human GlyR �1
(glra1) and GlyR � (glrb) cDNAs were subcloned into the pBK-CMV
NB-200 expression vector (Liu et al., 2010; Zhou et al., 2013). Mutant �1
subunit plasmids were constructed by site-directed mutagenesis. The se-
quences of all plasmids were confirmed by automated DNA sequencing.
HEK293T cells (6 � 10 5) were transfected with purified plasmids encod-
ing the WT or mutant GlyR �1 subunit alone or with � subunits (1:5;
total plasmid amount 1.2–2.5 �g) and were delivered into HEK293T cells
either by using X-tremeGENE9 DNA transfection Reagent (Roche Diag-
nostics) or electroporation (NEPA21, NEPA GENE). A small amount (0.2
�g) of pcDNA3-GFP was cotransfected along with GlyR subunits to act
as a transfection marker and facilitate the visualization of transfected cells
during electrophysiological experiments. After transfection, cells were
replated on poly-D-lysine-coated glass coverslips and were grown in
DMEM in 24-well plates for 16 – 48 h before patch-clamp recordings.
After all experiments, except single-channel recording and pulse appli-
cation experiments, the �1 and �1� subunit compositions of GlyRs were
confirmed by their shifted sensitivity to picrotoxin.

Neuronal culture and overexpression. Cultured DRG neurons were pre-
pared from DRGs of adult SD rats of either sex while deeply anesthetized
with urethane. The spinal column was excised, and the DRGs were dis-
sected out carefully. The meninges were removed, and DRGs were cut
into small even pieces and incubated with 1% collagenase opti-MEM
solution for 1 h and combined with 0.1% typsin for another 30 min. All
isolated DRG neurons were centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 5 min and
resuspended in 150 �l opti-MEM for electroporation with GlyR WT or
A384P mutant �1 subunits with or without � subunits. Electroporation
was performed by using NEPA21 electroporator with the following pa-
rameters: 2 pulses with 50 ms intervals (pulse voltage: 250 V, pulse length
1 ms) for poring pulse; 5 pulses with 50 ms interval (pulse voltage: 20 V,
pulse length 50 ms) for transfer pulse. After electroporation, DRG neu-
rons were seeded on coverslips precoated with poly-D-lysine. Electro-
physiological recordings were performed after seeding 48 h.

Cultured cortical neurons were prepared from neocortex of day 18
fetal SD rats (from embryos of either sex) as described previously (Liu et
al., 2010). Rat cerebral cortex was digested with a 0.25% trypsin solution
(w/v) (Invitrogen) for 20 min at 37°C and then mechanically dissociated
using a fire-polished Pasteur pipette. The cell suspension was then cen-
trifuged at 2000 � g for 10 min, and the cell pellets were resuspended in
DMEM containing 10% FBS (v/v). Cells were seeded onto poly-D-lysine-
coated 24-well coverslips at a density of 6 � 10 4 cells per well. Cultures
were maintained in a humidified incubator with 5% CO2 at 37°C. After
2 h, plating medium was changed to Neurobasal medium supplemented
with B-27 and L-glutamine. The media was changed twice weekly there-
after. Three days after plating, neurons were transiently transfected with
WT or mutant �1 subunits, � subunits (1:5), and GFP (total plasmid
amount 1–1.5 �g) with Lipofectamine 2000 according to the manufacturer’s
protocols. Electrophysiological recordings were performed 24–48 h after
transfection.

Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings. Whole-cell recordings were per-
formed under voltage-clamp mode using an Axopatch 200B (Molecular
Devices) as described previously (Zhou et al., 2013). Whole-cell currents
were recorded with a holding potential of �60 mV, and signals were
low-pass filtered at 2 kHz and digitized at 10 kHz (Digidata 1440A).
Recording pipettes (3–5 M�) were filled with intracellular solution that
contained the following (in M): 140 CsCl, 10 HEPES, 4 Mg-ATP, and 0.5
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BAPTA (pH 7.20, osmolarity, 290–295 mOsm).
The coverslips were continuously superfused
with the extracellular solution containing the
following (in M): 140 NaCl, 5.4 KCl, 10 HEPES,
1.0 MgCl2, 1.3 CaCl2, and 20 glucose, pH 7.4
(305–315 mOsm). To evoke glycine currents,
we used fast perfusion of glycine and other ago-
nists with a computer-controlled multibarrel
fast perfusion system (Warner Instruments).
All experiments were performed at 23°C–25°C.
Maximum currents (Imax) were evoked by the
saturated concentration of the agonist as deter-
mined by the concentration-response curves.

Single-channel recording. Single-channel curr-
ents from cell-attached patches were recorded
in an external solution containing the follow-
ing (in M): 140 NaCl, 5 KCl, 1 MgCl2, 2 CaCl2,
10 glucose, and 10 HEPES, pH 7.4. During re-
cording, 1 M glycine was present in the pipette
solution that consisted of the following (in M):
120 NaCl, 5 KCl, 10 MgCl2, 0.1 CaCl2, 10 glu-
cose, and 10 HEPES, pH 7.4. Micropipette po-
tential was held at 100 mV. Single-channel
currents were amplified and low-pass filtered
at 2 kHz using an Axopatch 200B amplifier,
digitized at 20 kHz using Digidata 1550, and
saved using pCLAMP 10.4 (Molecular De-
vices). Data were analyzed offline using TAC
4.2 and TACFit 4.2 (Bruxton) software. Single-
channel open and closed events were analyzed
using the 50% threshold detection method and
visually inspected before accepting the events.
Single-channel openings occurred as bursts of
one or more openings or clusters of bursts.
Duration and amplitude histograms were
generated using TACFit 4.2 (Bruxton). Single-
channel amplitudes (i) were calculated by
fitting all-point histograms with single- or
multi-Gaussian curves. The difference between
the fitted “closed” and “open” peaks was taken
as i. Durationhistogramswerefittedwithexponen-
tial components in the form: �(ai/�i)exp(�t/�i),
where a and � represent the relative area and
time constant of the i th component, respec-
tively, and t is the time.

Surface biotinylation. HEK293T cells were
transfected with �1, �, and GFP at a ratio of
1:5:0.5, and surface biotinylation was per-
formed 24 h after transfection. The cells were
rinsed with cold PBS and incubated with PBS
containing 0.5 mg/ml Sulfo-NHS-SS-biotin
(Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 1 h at 4°C with
gentle shaking. Nonreacted biotinylation re-
agent was quenched by 100 M glycine in PBS,
and cells were lysed in RIPA buffer (150 M

NaCl, 50 M Tris-HCl, 1 M EDTA, 1% Triton

Figure 1. The �1 subunit A384P mutation enhanced desensitization of �1 GlyRs. A, Representative traces of �1WT (left) and
�1A384P GlyR currents (right) induced by 10 M glycine. B, Peak-scaled currents from A showing the desensitization phase of �1A384P

compared with �1WT receptor currents. The recovery phase is omitted. C, The weighted desensitization time constant of �1WT and
�1A384P GlyR currents. D, The extent of desensitization of �1WT and �1A384P GlyR currents. E, Representative traces of �1WT�
(left) and �1A384P� GlyR currents (right) induced by 10 M glycine. F, Peak-scaled currents from E showing the desensitization phase
of �1A384P� compared with of �1WT� GlyR currents. G, The weighted desensitization time constant of �1WT� and �1A384P�
GlyR currents. H, The extent of desensitization of �1WT� and �1A384P� GlyR currents. I, Representative traces showing GlyR
currents before (black) and after (gray) application of 100 �M picrotoxin. Top traces, Picrotoxin sensitivity of GlyR currents from
the �1WT homomers or �1WT� heteromers. Bottom traces, Picrotoxin sensitivity of GlyR currents from the �1A384P GlyR
homomers or �1A384P� GlyR heteromers. For all traces, an EC20 concentration of glycine of was used; 100 �M picrotoxin was

4

applied both in the bath and together with glycine. J, Summa-
rized data showing picrotoxin sensitivity of GlyR currents from
�1WT (n � 16), �1WT� (n � 16), �1A384P (n � 28), and
�1A384P� GlyRs (n � 35). Incorporation of the � subunit sig-
nificantly decreased the picrotoxin sensitivity of both WT and
A384P mutant GlyRs. K, Concentration-inhibition curves for
inhibition of �1WT� and �1A384P� GlyR currents by picro-
toxin. Glycine concentrations at EC10-EC20 for each receptor
were used to induce glycine currents. *p � 0.05 (Student’s t
test). ***p � 0.001 (Student’s t test).
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X-100, pH 7.4) supplied with protease mixture (Roche Diagnostics).
After centrifugation, the supernatant containing total cell proteins was
collected, and 20 �g of total protein was subsequently incubated with
NeutrAvidin Agarose (Thermo Fisher Scientific) overnight at 4°C. The
precipitated beads were collected by centrifuge and resuspended with
loading buffer for detecting the surface proteins. The supernatant was
collected as the cytosol fraction. The fractionated proteins, together with
an aliquot of 20 �g of total proteins, were then subjected to SDS-PAGE,
and Western blots were incubated with antibodies raised against GlyR�1
subunits (Enzo) and GFP (Gentex). The amount of GlyR�1 and GFP
proteins was detected by ECL (Advansta) and analyzed by ImageJ
software.

Experimental design and data analysis. The WT or the A384P mutation-
containing GlyRs were overexpressed in HEK cells or cultured neurons,
and their electrophysiological properties were examined by patch-clamp
recordings. Values were expressed as mean � SEM. One-way ANOVA or
a two-tailed Student’s t test was used for statistical analysis, and p values
�0.05 were considered to be statistically significant. Imax was determined
as the amplitude of peak currents induced by saturated concentration or
indicated concentration of agonists. Concentration-response curves
were created by fitting data to the Hill equation: I � Imax/[1 � (EC50/
[A]) nH], where I is the current, [A] is a given concentration of agonist,
and nH is the Hill coefficient (GraphPad, Prism 6). Weighted time con-
stants for desensitization were calculated by fitting the desensitization
currents with one or two exponential components by Clampfit 10 (Mo-
lecular Devices). The extent of desensitization was calculated with the
equation: % desensitization � 1 � Ires/Ipeak, where Ires is the residual
currents at the end of agonist application and Ipeak is the peak amplitude
of the current. According to our previous study (Zhou et al., 2013),
young cortical neurons mainly express �2 subunits, which exhibit slower
activation kinetics (mean 10%–50% rise time 	200 ms). Neurons over-
expressing �1 subunits showed significantly faster activation kinetics
(mean 10%–50% rise time �100 ms) and 10%–50% rise time was ana-
lyzed by Clampfit. Therefore, only neurons that had glycine currents with
rise times �100 ms were included for further analysis. All 3D images were
rendered by using the UCSF Chimera package.

Results
Receptor desensitization was strongly enhanced in
homomeric �1A384P and heteromeric �1A384P� GlyRs
Functional GlyRs can be formed by either homomeric assembly
of �1 subunits or heteromeric assembly of �1 and � subunits, the
latter of which represents the endogenous form of GlyRs at post-
synaptic sites (Lynch, 2004). We performed whole-cell record-
ings to assess the functions of �1A384P subunit-containing GlyRs
overexpressed in HEK cells. Interestingly, homomeric �1A384P

subunit-containing GlyR-mediated whole-cell currents revealed
drastically enhanced receptor desensitization during a 3 s appli-
cation of glycine at saturating concentration (10 M; Fig. 1A,B).
The desensitization profile was evaluated by two properties: the
weighted desensitization time constant (�W) and the extent of
desensitization (% desensitization). We found that homomeric
�1A384P GlyRs exhibited profound desensitization (Fig. 1A,B),
with an 8.2-fold faster �W than that of �1WT GlyRs and a nearly
complete extent (97%) of desensitization (Fig. 1C,D; Table 1).
The heteromeric �1A384P� GlyRs showed a 1.6-fold faster �W and
a significantly increased extent of desensitization compared with
that of �1WT� GlyRs (Fig. 1E–H). Picrotoxin sensitivity was used
as a functional assay of � subunits incorporation because �1
homomers are more sensitive to picrotoxin blockade than �1�
heteromers (Pribilla et al., 1992; Lynch, 2004). Our data showed
that the inhibition by picrotoxin (100 �M) was significantly re-
duced with expression of both �1WT and �1A384P subunits when
the � subunits were coexpressed (Fig. 1I–K), indicating success-
ful incorporation of � subunits in heteromeric GlyRs. Therefore,
the significantly enhanced desensitization, which supposedly re-

stricts Cl� current flow, appeared to be one of the major func-
tional alterations in both �1A384P and �1A384P� GlyRs.

Pharmacological properties were altered in homomeric
�1A384P GlyRs but not in heteromeric �1A384P� GlyRs
We further tested the pharmacological profiles of GlyRs that con-
tain the A384P mutation. In homomeric �1 GlyRs, the mutant
�1A384P subunit caused significant changes in sensitivity to three
endogenous agonists: glycine, �-alanine, and taurine (Fig. 2A;
Table 2). The �1A384P subunit produced a significant right shift of
the concentration-response curve for glycine (2.9-fold increase in
EC50, p � 0.001), �-alanine (2.3-fold increase in EC50, p � 0.01),
and taurine (2.6-fold increase in EC50, p � 0.001). Interestingly,
however, in the postsynaptic form of heteromeric �1� GlyRs,
�1A384P� and �1WT� receptors exhibited indistinguishable con-
centration-response curves and EC50 to glycine (p � 0.62),
�-alanine (p � 0.42), or taurine (p � 0.47) (Fig. 2B,C). Consid-
ering that fast inhibitory synaptic transmission is mainly medi-
ated by synaptically released glycine and requires activation of
postsynaptic GlyRs, the unchanged sensitivity of �1A384P� recep-
tors to glycine indicates that the agonist binding property is un-
likely a major functional deficit with the A384P mutant subunit.

We next examined whether the maximum current (Imax) was
reduced in �1A384P subunit-containing GlyRs. The A384P mu-
tant homomers exhibited no significant reduction in the Imax

induced by glycine, �-alanine, or taurine (Fig. 2D; Table 2). Con-
sistent with the Imax results, total protein expression and surface

Table 1. Weighted desensitization time constant for desensitization and extent of
desensitization of WT and mutant GlyRsa

Construct �W (s) % desensitization n

Glycine-induced response
�1 WT 3.95 � 0.57 33.0 � 3.5 16
�1 WT� 2.80 � 0.53 38.7 � 2.3 16
�1 A384P 0.48 � 0.06*** 96.9 � 0.7*** 28
�1 A384P� 1.73 � 0.23†† 78.3 � 2.0††† 35
�1 P250T 0.22 � 0.03*** 95.6 � 1.6*** 10
�1 P250T� 0.23 � 0.02††† 94.8 � 0.9††† 9
�1 R392H 2.05 � 0.20** 56.0 � 2.2*** 4
�1 WT/�1 R392H 5.00 � 1.67 33.2 � 4.6 11
�1 WT/�1 R392H� 3.11 � 0.95 31.7 � 3.9 8
�1 A384P/�1 R392H 0.40 � 0.09 98.6 � 0.4 7
�1 A384P/�1 R392H� 1.36 � 0.27 76.0 � 4.2 5
�1 WT/�1 P250T 0.92 � 0.09*** 55.4 � 11.3 4

�-alanine-induced response
�1 WT 4.22 � 0.68 21.8 � 3.3 8
�1 WT� 3.73 � 0.92 25.2 � 3.6 8
�1 A384P 0.66 � 0.16*** 98.2 � 0.4*** 8
�1 A384P� 1.13 � 0.24† 82.0 � 3.7††† 6
�1 P250T 0.21 � 0.02*** 97.8 � 0.2*** 6
�1 P250T� 0.54 � 0.15† 83.8 � 3.4†† 6

Taurine-induced responses
�1 WT 4.26 � 0.85 20.2 � 2.0 8
�1 WT� 3.88 � 1.15 28.8 � 5.0 10
�1 A384P 0.69 � 0.11** 91.2 � 3.1*** 8
�1 A384P� 1.41 � 0.11 71.3 � 5.3††† 6
�1 P250T 0.71 � 0.10** 82.3 � 2.8*** 6
�1 P250T� 1.76 � 0.45 72.1 � 8.95† 4

aData from whole-cell recordings from WT or mutant �1 GlyRs expressed in HEK293T cells in response to
glycine (10 mM), �-alanine (5 mM), or taurine (10 mM). Data are mean � SEM. Two-tailed Student’s t test was
used to compare the data of �1 WT with that of the mutants, including �1 A384P, �1 P250T, �1 R392H, �1 WT/
�1 R392H, and �1 WT/�1 P250T; to compare the data of �1 WT� with that of the mutants, including �1 A384P�,
�1 P250T�, and �1 WT/�1 R392H�; to compare the data between �1 A384P/�1 R392H and �1 A384P; and to com-
pared the data between �1 A384P/�1 R392H� and �1 A384P�.

**p � 0.01, ***p � 0.001, significant difference from �1 WT.

†p � 0.05, ††p � 0.01, †††p � 0.001, significant difference from �1 WT�.
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Figure 2. The �1 subunit A384P mutation in �1� GlyRs produced no significant alterations in basic channel properties. A, Concentration-response curves for homomeric �1WT and �1A384P

GlyRs normalized to maximal currents induced by glycine, �-alanine, or taurine. B, Concentration-response curves for heteromeric �1WT� and �1A384P� GlyRs normalized to maximal currents
induced by glycine, �-alanine, or taurine. C, Representative traces showing currents from �1WT� (top) and �1A384P� GlyRs (bottom). D, Scatter plot with mean�SEM to show the maximal current
responses (Imax) induced by glycine from �1WT and �1A384P GlyRs, and Imax induced by glycine, �-alanine, or taurine in �1WT� and �1A384P� GlyRs. E, The biotinylated surface proteins and total
cell lysate from HEK cells expressing �1WT� or �1A384P� GlyRs were assayed using Western blot analysis. GFP was assayed as a control for nonsurface proteins. The quantified results at the bottom
show the relative expression levels of �1 subunits from three independent experiments. F, Left, Representative traces of 1 M GlyR currents at different holding potentials from �60 to 60 mV. Right,
Peak I–V relations (normalized to the current recorded at �60 mV) of �1WT� and �1A384P� GlyR currents. G, Concentration-inhibition curves for inhibition of �1WT� and �1A384P� GlyR currents
by strychnine. Glycine concentrations at EC10-EC20 for each receptor were used to induce glycine currents. Statistical significance was determined by unpaired Student’s t test and was defined as not
significant ( p 	 0.05).
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expression of �1A384P� GlyRs were not significantly different
from those of �1WT� subunits (Fig. 2E). Because A384P is located
near the TM3– 4 intracellular loop, which is involved in the rec-
tification of other Cys-loop receptors, such as 5-HT3A receptors
(McKinnon et al., 2011; Baptista-Hon et al., 2013), we next ex-
amined the I–V relationships to illustrate whether the A384P
mutation produces different rectification properties that might
affect the chloride conductance upon depolarization. Our results
showed no obvious alterations in the I–V relationships or reversal
potentials in �1A384P� GlyRs compared with those in �1WT�
GlyRs (Fig. 2F). These data suggest that the altered channel func-
tion of �1A384P� GlyRs is not due to impaired chloride conduc-
tance or rectification properties.

Strychnine and picrotoxin are both GlyR antagonists, but they
target the receptor differently at the extracellular domain and the
transmembrane domains, respectively. Homomeric �1A384P GlyRs
had reduced picrotoxin sensitivity (2.0-fold increase in IC50, p �
0.01) and increased strychnine sensitivity (2.4-fold decrease in
IC50, p � 0.01) compared with WT GlyRs, whereas �1A384P�
heteromeric GlyRs exhibited no significant change in either
strychnine (p � 0.99) or picrotoxin sensitivity (p � 0.50) com-
pared with WT �� GlyRs. By comparing homomeric �1WT or
�1A384P GlyRs with heteromeric �1WT� or �1A384P� GlyRs, we
found that incorporation of the � subunit significantly reduced
picrotoxin sensitivity for both �1WT (5.3-fold increase in IC50,
p � 0.01) and �1A384P GlyRs (2.8-fold increase in IC50, p � 0.01)
(Figs. 1K, 2G). These data are consistent with previous reports

that the � subunit is a major determinant for picrotoxin resis-
tance, and further indicates that the A384P mutation does not
affect the binding of �1 to � subunits. Collectively, these data
reveal that the �1A384P� GlyR, the postsynaptic form of mutant
GlyR, showed no significant deficit in agonist or antagonist sensitiv-
ity, as well as Imax, surface expression, or rectification properties.

Mutant �1A384P� GlyRs had lower open probability, but
unchanged main conductance levels, compared with WT �1�
GlyRs
To determine whether glycine receptors carrying the A384P
mutation resulted in changes in receptor gating, we measured
glycine-evoked single-channel currents of WT �1� and mutant
�1A384P � GlyRs. Single channels from WT �1� receptors opened
to clusters of openings with a main conductance level of 
38 pS
(Fig. 3A,C; Table 3). Conversely, single channels from �1A384P�
receptors opened to two distinct conductance levels, 
35 pS, and

15 pS (Fig. 3B). The open probability and the mean open time
are, respectively, 0.195 � 0.08, 47.0 � 10.7 ms for high conduc-
tance openings, and 0.20 � 0.07, 38.3 � 7.51 ms for low conduc-
tance openings of �1A384P�. While clusters of �1A384P� receptor
openings displaying the main conductance level had no signifi-
cant differences to those observed from wild-type �1� receptors,
low conductance openings displayed a conductance level sig-
nificantly different from the main conductance level (15.1 �
1.67, p � 0.0001, one-way ANOVA). Because wild-type �1� re-
ceptors lack two conductance levels, to simplify the analysis
the measurements shown for �1A384P� receptors were the re-
sult of the combined data of main and low conductance open-
ings (Table 3). Both �1A384P� and wild-type �1� receptors
opened to at least three different open states (O1, O2, and O3).
The open time distributions were fitted best by three weighted
(ao1, ao2, and ao3) exponential functions with three open time
constants (�o1, �o2, and �o3) (Fig. 3D). Mutant �1A384P� receptors
did not alter any of the open time constants (p � 0.911) but
favored an increase in the relative occurrence of O2 openings while
decreasing the relative occurrence of O3 openings (p � 0.0003). The
difference between the relative occurrence of O2 and O3 openings
led to a concomitant decrease in mean open time and open proba-
bility of �1A384P� receptors (Fig. 3C; Table 3).

Heterogeneous expression of �1A384P and �1R392H subunits
exhibited receptors with similar channel properties to
homomeric �1A384P receptors
The A384P mutation was first identified in a patient who was
a compound heterozygote (A384P/R392H) (Mine et al., 2015).
The surface expression of homomeric �1R392H GlyRs has been
reported to be highly reduced (Villmann et al., 2009). However,
�1R392H/�1WT GlyRs produced indistinguishable EC50 and Imax

compared with �1WT GlyRs (Rea et al., 2002). Consistent with
previous studies, homomeric �1R392H GlyRs had a mild reduction in
glycine sensitivity (1.9-fold increase in EC50, p � 0.07) and a sub-
stantial reduction in Imax (4.2-fold decrease, p � 0.01; Table 2; see
Fig. 5A). Coexpression of �1R392H and �1WT subunits at a 1:1 ratio
(�1WT/�1R392H) resulted in fully functional homomeric GlyRs,
showing indistinguishable EC50 (p � 0.42) and Imax (p � 0.50)
between homomeric �1WT and �1R392H/�1WT GlyRs (Fig. 4A,B;
Table 2). In GlyR heteromers, coexpression of �1R392H and � sub-
units caused no change in EC50 (p � 0.89) and a modest decrease of
Imax (by 
30%, p � 0.05) compared with �1WT� GlyRs (Fig. 4B).
These results could be explained by at least two possibilities which
include the following: (1) �1R392H was incorporated with �1WT to
form �1R392H/�1WT (or �1R392H/�1WT�) GlyRs, whose functions

Table 2. Sensitivities to agonists for WT and mutant GlyRsa

Construct EC50 (�M) Hill coefficient n Imax (nA) n

Glycine-induced responses
�1 WT 86.1 � 7.4 1.75 9 8.68 � 0.97 21
�1 WT� 55.1 � 3.8 1.69 14 10.37 � 0.88 28
�1 A384P 250.6 � 17.6*** 2.00 10 8.55 � 0.97 9
�1 A384P� 62.1 � 5.2 1.44 15 7.75 � 1.07 21
�1 P250T 571.5 � 15.8*** 1.69 6 0.66 � 0.17*** 10
�1 P250T� — — — 0.41 � 0.08††† 11
�1 R392H 159.5 � 10.3 2.14 4 2.05 � 0.45** 4
�1 WT/�1 R392H 56.6 � 3.2 2.55 11 7.57 � 0.89 11
�1 WT/�1 R392H� 36.4 � 5.5 1.35 8 7.34 � 0.70 8
�1 A384P/�1 R392H 242.5 � 15.4 1.82 10 9.88 � 2.16 7
�1 A384P/�1 R392H� 47.2 � 3.5 1.37 8 7.54 � 1.33 5
�1 WT/�1 P250T 175.3 � 30.5** 1.59 4 2.74 � 0.60*** 4

�-alanine-induced responses
�1 WT 166.3 � 11.4 2.08 8 5.91 � 1.29 8
�1 WT� 141.3 � 10.8 1.56 8 9.67 � 0.97 8
�1 A384P 384.2 � 35.6** 1.70 8 9.14 � 1.82 8
�1 A384P� 203.7 � 14.7 1.62 6 9.21 � 1.55 6
�1 P250T 1174 � 47*** 1.79 6 1.43 � 0.82** 6
�1 P250T� — — — 0.28 � 0.07††† 6

Taurine-induced responses
�1 WT 611.9 � 42.3 1.53 16 7.04 � 0.64 8
�1 WT� 373.6 � 23.3 1.63 9 8.01 � 0.63 12
�1 A384P 1580 � 109*** 1.53 16 6.38 � 1.13 8
�1 A384P� 428.2 � 19.5 1.63 10 6.45 � 0.73 12
�1 P250T 2205 � 145*** 1.52 6 0.19 � 0.03*** 6
�1 P250T� — — — 0.07 � 0.03††† 6

aData from whole-cell recordings made from WT or mutant �1 GlyRs expressed in HEK293T cells. Maximum currents
(Imax ) were induced by glycine (10 mM), �-alanine (5 mM), or taurine (10 mM). The EC50 and Hill coefficient were not
measured in �1 P250T� due to the small current amplitude of this construct. Data are mean � SEM. Two-tailed
Student’s t test was used to compare the data of �1 WT with that of the mutants, including �1 A384P, �1 P250T,
�1 R392H, �1 WT/�1 R392H, and �1 WT/�1 P250T; to compare the data of �1 WT� with that of the mutants, including
�1 A384P�, �1 P250T�, and �1 WT/�1 R392H�; to compare the data between �1 A384P/�1 R392H and �1 A384P; and
to compare the data between �1 A384P/�1 R392H� and �1 A384P�.

**p � 0.01, ***p � 0.001, significant difference from �1 WT.

††† p � 0.001, significant difference from �1 WT�.
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are indistinguishable from the WT GlyRs; and (2) �1R392H could not
be incorporated with �1WT and thereby resulted in the expression of
�1R392H and �WT separately (or �1R392H� and �1WT� when the �
subunit was cotransfected) in the same cell. In this case, the �1R392H-

containing GlyRs might be largely absent from the cell surface and
the WT GlyRs are still the only functional receptors. Despite this, our
data indicate that coexpression of �1R392H and �1WT subunits had
only a minor effect on GlyR function at the whole-cell level, which is

Figure 3. Single-channel properties of �1WT� and �1A384P� GlyRs. Representative single-channel current traces from cell-attached patches of �1WT� (A) and �1A384P� (B) GlyRs. Openings
are downward, and each representative nonenlarged trace was a continuous 5000 ms recording. Red lines indicate the closed state of the receptor. Sweep histograms of closed (at 0 pA) and open
(�0 pA) events and the relative contribution (gray area under the fitting lines) of each level were displayed at the right side of the 5000 ms traces. Bottom traces, Enlarged 1600 ms section as
indicated by the gray lines. C, Bar graphs summarize the open probability (Po), mean open time, and conductance of �1WT� and �1A384P� GlyR single-channel currents. Data are mean � SEM
(n � 6). **p � 0.01 (unpaired Student’s t test relative to wt). *p � 0.05 (unpaired Student’s t test relative to wt). D, Average open time histograms of �1WT� (4515 events) and �1A384P� (7729
events) GlyRs are shown with open time constants for O1, O2, and O3 openings. Summary bar graphs of time constants (�o1, �o2, and �o3) and relative areas (ao1, ao2, and ao3) of open time
histograms for �1WT� (wt, black bars) and �1A384P� (A384P, gray bars) GlyRs. Data are mean � SEM (n � 6). **p � 0.01 (two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparisons test relative to wt).
*p � 0.05 (two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparisons test relative to wt).
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in line with the fact that the heterozygous R392H carrier did not
show hyperekplexia symptoms.

In a similar way, coexpression of �1A384P and �1R392H sub-
units (at a ratio of 1:1) resulted in functional channels that bear a
resemblance to homomeric �1A384P GlyRs alone (Fig. 4C,E),
without any effect on glycine sensitivities, Imax (Table 2) or de-
sensitization profiles (Fig. 4F,G; Table 1). When coexpressed
with the � subunit, which was confirmed by the reduced inhibi-
tion by picrotoxin (Fig. 4H), the �1A384P/�1R392H� heteromer
exhibited Imax and desensitization parameters that were indistin-
guishable from those of �1A384P� GlyRs (Fig. 4D–G). These data
reveal that the electrophysiological properties of homomeric
�1A384P and heteromeric �1A384P� GlyRs were unlikely affected
by coexpression of the �1R392H. Similarly, this could be attributed
to either the formation of functional �1A384P/�1R392H receptors
or lack of incorporation of �1R392H into �1A384P that leads to only
functional �1A384P on the cell surface.

Comparison of the effects of hyperekplexia mutant �1A384P

and �1P250T subunits on GlyR desensitization
In addition to A384P, two other �1 subunit missense mutations
associated with human hyperekplexia have been reported to alter
GlyR desensitization, including P250T and P230S (Saul et al.,
1999; Bode et al., 2013). We compared electrophysiological prop-
erties of homomeric �1A384P with �1P250T GlyRs because these
two mutations are both located in the intracellular loop and
might share more similarities than P230S, which is located in the
TM1 (Fig. 5A,B). P250T is located in the TM1-TM2 linker and is
one amino acid residue before the TM2 segment. In contrast,
A384P is located in the TM3-TM4 linker and three residues be-
fore the TM4 segment. Homomeric �1P250T GlyRs had drastically
reduced Imax to glycine (13.2-fold, p � 0.001), �-alanine (4.1-
fold, p � 0.01), and taurine (37.1-fold, p � 0.001) compared with
�1WT GlyRs, and increased EC50 to glycine (6.6-fold, p � 0.001),
�-alanine (7.1-fold, p � 0.001), and taurine (3.6-fold, p � 0.01)
(Table 2). Our results were consistent with previous reports that
agonist sensitivity and channel conductance were impaired by
P250T (Saul et al., 1999). The Imax of homomeric �1P250T GlyRs
was also significantly smaller than �1A384P GlyRs upon activation
with all three types of agonists (Fig. 5D). Furthermore, align-
ments of peak-scaled currents showed that homomeric �1P250T

GlyRs exhibited a faster desensitization rate than �1A384P GlyRs in
response to glycine (Fig. 5C) or �-alanine activation; however, the
faster � was not observed in taurine-induced currents (Fig. 5D; Table
1). Despite the difference in desensitization rate, the desensitization

extent of �1P250T and �1A384P receptor currents reached similar lev-
els in response to all three agonists (Fig. 5D; Table 1).

The incorporation of � subunits had different regulatory ef-
fects on the activation and desensitization properties of �1A384P�
and �1P250T� GlyRs. When coexpressed with � subunits, both
�1P250T� and �1A384P� receptors had significantly reduced sen-
sitivity to picrotoxin inhibition (Fig. 5G). The incorporation of �
subunits did not significantly change the Imax in either �1P250T�
or �1A384P� receptors. Interestingly, coexpression of the � subunits
significantly rescued desensitization observed in homomeric �1A384P

(Fig. 5E) but not in �1P250T (Fig. 5F) receptors, causing a 3.5-fold
slower � and lower extent of desensitization than the homomeric
�1A384P receptors (Fig. 5G). Despite the partial rescue by the � sub-
units, �1A384P� receptors still exhibited enhanced desensitization
compared with �1WT� receptors (Fig. 1; Table 1). Together, these
results indicated that the P250T mutation is involved in both chan-
nel activation and desensitization pathways, whereas the A384P mu-
tation mainly causes enhanced desensitization, even in the presence
of the � subunits at postsynaptic sites. Therefore, the strongly re-
duced Imax, the reduced agonist sensitivity, and the enhanced desen-
sitization could all contribute to the causes of hyperekplexia in the
patients with the P250T mutation.

Transfection of �1A384P or �1P250T subunits accelerated
desensitization of GlyR currents in cultured DRG neurons
Because the functional alterations of GlyRs expressed in HEK
cells might not represent changes in neurons, we tested electro-
physiological effects of transfection of �1WT, �1A384P, or �1P250T

subunits in cultured DRG neurons, which are known to lack
endogenous GlyRs (Kung et al., 2001). DRG neurons expressing
�1A384P subunits had concentration-response curves (p � 0.11)
and Imax (p � 0.07) insignificant from those expressing �1WT

subunits (Fig. 6C,E). In line with the results from HEK cells,
�1A384P GlyRs still exhibited enhanced desensitization in neurons
(Fig. 6A,F,G). DRG neurons expressing �1P250T subunits had
substantially reduced Imax (p � 0.01), right-shifted glycine
concentration-response curves (p � 0.05), and enhanced desen-
sitization (Fig. 6C,E–G). When the � subunit was coexpressed
with WT or mutant �1 subunits, there was still no significant
difference in the concentration-response relationship (p � 0.93)
or Imax (p � 0.79) between �1WT� and �1A384P� receptors (Fig.
6B,D,E). Although the incorporation of � subunits partially re-
stored the desensitization time and the extent of desensitization,
heteromeric �1A384P� receptors still exhibited stronger desensi-
tization compared with �1WT� receptors (Fig. 6F,G). The
�1P250T� receptors had an even faster desensitization time and
higher percentage of desensitization than �1A384P� receptors;
however, its concentration-response curve was significantly
right-shifted (p � 0.01) and the Imax (p � 0.05) was strongly
reduced (Fig. 6D,E). Cotransfection of �1A384P or �1WT subunits
with � subunits significantly reduced picrotoxin sensitivity rela-
tive to the homomeric receptors. �1P250T� also exhibited reduced
picrotoxin sensitivity than �1P250T; however, the difference did
not reach a significant level (p � 0.08), probably because the
small current amplitude of P250T mutants influenced the precise
measurement of picrotoxin inhibition or the protein expression
profiles were different between HEK cells and DRG neurons.
Moreover, we also expressed �1WT or �1A384P subunits in cul-
tured cortical neurons. Under this condition, �1A384P receptors
still exhibited 4.2-fold faster �W (p � 0.01) and higher extent of
desensitization (p � 0.05) without significant alterations in Imax

or EC50 (Table 4). Together, our results suggest that the A384P
mutation resulted in enhanced desensitization without apparent

Table 3. Single-channel properties of �1 A384P� receptorsa

�1� �1 A384P� pb

Open probability 0.80 � 0.03 0.24 � 0.07 0.0027
Mean open time, ms 93.2 � 13.4 48.2 � 9.11 0.0197
Main conductance, pS 37.9 � 1.55 35.4 � 3.40 0.5069

pc

Open time constants
�O1 , ms 3.74 � 0.38 2.75 � 0.24 0.9110
�O2 , ms 33.8 � 8.14 43.2 � 7.84
�O3 , ms 130 � 14 144 � 32
aO1 , % 16 � 3 33 � 10 0.0003
aO2 , % 25 � 9 58 � 9
aO3 , % 59 � 13 14 � 3

aData are mean � SEM (n � 6).
bUnpaired two-tailed Student’s t test relative to WT �1� receptors.
cTwo-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparisons test relative to WT �1� receptors.
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deficits in agonist affinity or channel conductance in �1A384P and
�1A384P� receptors in neurons.

A384P accelerated frequency-dependent desensitization
Considering that the glycine receptor-mediated IPSCs have a fast
decay constant from 4.9 to 11.2 ms (Takahashi et al., 1992; Muller
et al., 2006; Graham et al., 2011), we next addressed the question
of whether the �1 subunit A384P mutation could affect desensi-
tization of synaptic glycine currents. Inhibitory interneurons in
the spinal cord central pattern generator network are able to generate
rhythmic activity during locomotion (Butt and Kiehn, 2003;
Zhong et al., 2010), which could lead to pulsatile release of gly-
cine. We applied trains of brief glycine pulses with different fre-
quencies to mimic IPSC-like responses in HEK cells expressing
�1WT� or �1A384P� GlyRs. The results showed that the repeated
glycine pulses produced a greater decreasing trend in the peak
currents in �1A384P� than �1WT� receptors. After an 8 s train of
glycine application at 1 Hz (Fig. 7A,D), the reduction of peak
current amplitude was 3.8% in �1WT� but was 13.5% in �1A384P�
(Fig. 7G). The difference in current reduction between �1A384P�
and �1WT� was even more obvious at higher frequencies. After
an 8 s train stimulation at 5 Hz, the reduction was 12.2% in
�1WT� versus 67.2% in �1A384P� (Fig. 7B,E,H); and at 10 Hz, the
reduction was 19.5% in �1WT� versus 83.4% in �1A384P� (Fig.
7C,F, I). The stronger reduction of peak current amplitude in
�1A384P� was not due to irreversible suppression of glycine re-
sponses because, in the same cell, the amplitude of the first re-

sponse in each train was unchanged. When normalized to the
first peak of the 1 Hz train, the first peak of the 5 Hz and 10 Hz
train was 93.0 � 8.3% and 92.4 � 8.9% in WT, and 96.6 � 4.4%
and 95.3 � 3.6% in A384P, respectively (p 	 0.05 in all groups by
paired t test), suggesting that the first peak response in each train
had fully recovered from the reduction caused by the previous stim-
ulation. Together, these data indicate that �1A384P� strongly reduced
the IPSC-like responses induced by repetitive pulses of glycine, most
likely through a mechanism of enhanced desensitization.

Discussion
In the present study, we found that the GlyR �1 subunit mutation
A384P associated with hyperekplexia caused enhanced desensiti-
zation in both rate and extent. The �1A384P homomers showed
reduced agonist sensitivity. However, the �1A384P� GlyR hetero-
mers showed no significant difference in agonist sensitivity, max-
imal currents, main single-channel conductance, and membrane
expression compared with the �1WT� heteromers in both HEK
cells and cultured neurons. The R392H mutation, which was
identified in a compound heterozygote patient with A384P, did
not alter the functional properties of a1 A384P subunit-containing
GlyRs. Moreover, in the postsynaptic �1� form, the �1A384P

subunit-containing GlyRs showed frequency-dependent reduc-
tion of peak amplitude induced by repetitive pulse of glycine
stimulation. Our results demonstrate that the �1 subunit muta-
tion, A384P, enhanced desensitization of GlyR, which is highly
associated with the pathogenesis of human hyperekplexia.

Figure 4. Heterozygous expression of �1R392H with �1A384P subunits did not alter the properties of the �1A384P GlyRs. A, Representative currents evoked by glycine from HEK cells expressing
�1R392H, �1WT/�1R392H, or �1WT GlyRs. Gray bars represent the time course of application of 1 M glycine. Calibration: 2 nA, 1 s. B, Imax of glycine evoked currents recorded from cells expressing either
homomeric or heteromeric �1WT or �1WT/�1R392H (1:1 coexpression) GlyRs. C, D, Representative currents induced by glycine from HEK cells expressing either homomeric (C) or heteromeric (D)
�1A384P or �1384P/�1R392H (1:1 coexpression) GlyRs. Gray bars represent the time course of application of 1 M glycine. Calibration: 2 nA, 1 s. E–G, Quantitative results showing the difference in GlyR
Imax (E), weighted desensitization time constant (F), and desensitization extent (G) between homomeric or heteromeric �1A384P and �1384P/�1R392H GlyR. H, Incorporation of the � subunit
reduced the inhibition by picrotoxin of both �1A384P and �1A384P/�1R392H GlyR currents. *p � 0.05. **p � 0.01. ***p � 0.001.
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A384 and the adjacent region in a1 subunits are involved in
the desensitization site of homomeric a1 and heteromeric a1�
GlyRs
The desensitization state can be modulated by various structures
of GlyRs ranging from the extracellular domain, the TM domains
to the intracellular domains. The pre-TM1 domain mutation

R218Q displayed reduced desensitization of GlyRs (Castaldo et al.,
2004), whereas mutations in TM1 (P230S) or in the TM1-TM2
linker (P250T, W243A, I247A) showed enhanced desensitization
(Lynch et al., 1997; Bode et al., 2013). A naturally occurring splicing
variant �3K, which lacks 15 amino acids at the beginning of the
TM3-TM4 loop, enhanced desensitization compared with the

Figure 5. Comparison of activation and desensitization profiles of �1A384P and �1P250T GlyR currents. A, Schematic representation of a GlyR �1 subunit topology showing the location of
hyperekplexia mutations P250T and A384P. B, Bottom view of the crystal structure of three adjacent subunits (in gray or bronze) in the human �3 GlyR showing the location of the homologous
residues of A384 and P250 of the �1 subunit. The illustrated structure was displayed from the TM domains of GlyR as indicated by the regions between the yellow lines in the inset. Inset, Side view
of the �3 GlyR indicating the viewing angle. C, Top, Representative traces of �1A384P and �1P250T GlyR currents evoked by glycine. Bottom, Peak-scaled currents from the top traces showing the
difference in the desensitization phase of �1A384P and �1P250T currents. D, The Imax, weighted desensitization time constant, and extent of desensitization of �1A384P (black bars) and �1P250T (gray
bars) GlyR currents. E, Representative traces of homomeric �1A384P and heteromeric �1A384P� GlyR currents. F, Representative traces of homomeric or heteromeric �1P250T and �1P250T� or
�1P250T and �1P250T� GlyR currents. G, Comparison of Imax, weighted desensitization time constant, and extent of desensitization, and picrotoxin sensitivity between homomeric �1A384P (solid
bars) and heteromeric �1A384P� (striped bars) (left pair) or homomeric �1P250T (solid bars) and heteromeric �1P250T� (striped bars) (right pair). C, E, F, Gray bars represent the time course of
application of 1 M glycine. *p � 0.05 (unpaired Student’s t test). **p � 0.01 (unpaired Student’s t test). ***p � 0.001 (unpaired Student’s t test).
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�3L GlyR variant (Nikolic et al., 1998). A deletion or replacement
of the TM3-TM4 intracellular loop with short peptide sequences
also enhanced homomeric �1 GlyR desensitization (Papke and
Grosman, 2014; Langlhofer et al., 2015), indicating that the TM3-
TM4 linker might determine the �1 subunit GlyR desensitization
state. More detailed studies have shown that the intracellular end
of TM2 and TM3 determined the properties of �1 subunit GlyR
desensitization. The A384P mutation is located just three amino
acids before the beginning of TM4, indicating that the cytoplasmic
end of TM4 also contributes to the modulation of desensitization of
GlyRs under certain circumstances.

The molecular mechanism of A384P effects on GlyR �1 de-
sensitization remains unclear. Interestingly, the A384 residue is
located adjacent to or within a membrane-associated helix struc-
ture, known as the “MA-stretch,” which has been observed from
structures of ACh receptors and 5-HT3A receptors and is pre-

sumably considered homologous in many Cys-loop receptors
(Unwin, 2005; Hassaine et al., 2014). The MA-stretch contains
multiple charged residues and is located in the TM3-TM4 linker
closely adjacent to the cytoplasmic end of TM4 (Peters et al.,
2005). In 5-HT3A receptors, mutations of the three arginine res-
idues (R432, R436, and R440) in the MA-stretch increased the
channel conductance and hydrophobic residue substitution of
R440 slowed desensitization (Kelley et al., 2003; Hu et al., 2006).
In GlyRs, however, mutation of residues R377, K378, K385, and
K386 in the MA-stretch or the adjacent region decreased channel
conductance but did not seem to affect desensitization (Carland
et al., 2009). The sequence variability of the TM3-TM4 segments
among different Cys-loop receptors may lead to the functional
differences between 5-HT3A and glycine receptors. Interestingly,
A384 is embedded in the MA-stretch and A384P likely con-
tributes to the modulation of GlyR desensitization. Consider-

Figure 6. Current activation and desensitization of homomeric �1WT, �1A384P, and �1P250T and heteromeric �1WT�, �1A384P�, and �1P250T� GlyRs in cultured DRG neurons. A, Representative
traces showing 10 M glycine-induced current responses in untransfected DRG neurons, or DRG neurons expressing homomeric �1WT, �1A384P, or �1P250T GlyRs. B, Representative traces showing 10 M

glycine-induced current responses in DRG neurons expressing heteromeric �1WT�, �1A384P�, or �1P250T� GlyRs. Gray bars represent the time course of application of 10 M glycine. C, D, Glycine
concentration-response curves in DRG neurons expressing (C) homomeric �1WT (n � 11), �1A384P (n � 14), and �1P250T (n � 5) or (D) heteromeric �1WT� (n � 6), �1A384P� (n � 5), and
�1P250T� GlyRs (n � 4) normalized to maximal currents. E, Glycine-induced Imax in DRG neurons expressing homomeric �1WT, �1A384P, and �1P250T or heteromeric �1WT�, �1A384P�, and
�1P250T� GlyRs. F, G, The weighted desensitization time constant (F) and desensitization extent (G) of currents from homomeric �1WT, �1A384P, and �1P250T or heteromeric �1WT�, �1A384P�,
and �1P250T� GlyRs recorded from transfected DRG neurons. H, Picrotoxin sensitivity of �1WT, �1A384P, and �1P250T GlyRs expressed in DRG neurons. *p � 0.05 (unpaired Student’s t test). **p �
0.01 (unpaired Student’s t test). ***p � 0.001 (unpaired Student’s t test).

Table 4. Activation and desensitization profiles of WT and the A384P mutant GlyRs overexpressed in cultured cortical neuronsa

Construct 10%–50% rise time (ms) EC50 (�M) Hill coefficient Imax (nA) �W (s) % desensitization n

Nontransfected 248.2 � 29.8 64.9 � 3.2 1.487 2.67 � 0.41 1.92 � 0.14 49.8 � 4.0 18
�1 WT 65.3 � 10.2 80.4 � 7.4 1.931 5.74 � 1.15 1.88 � 0.39 62.0 � 4.4 9
�1 A384P 61.5 � 7.0 122.5 � 4.6 2.035 7.79 � 0.64 0.45 � 0.04 77.5 � 3.1 9
aData from whole-cell recordings made from transfected or nontransfected neurons. Successful transfection of �1 construct was first identified by the GFP fluorescence and then confirmed by the 10%–50% rise time, which was used to
distinguish from the endogenous �2 GlyRs with slower activation kinetics (mean 10 –50 rise time 	200 ms) expressed by cortical neurons. Data are mean � SEM.
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ing the strongly restricted torsional angle between proline and
the neighboring amino acid residues, our findings indicate
that the desensitization of A384P might be caused by the ab-
normal turning angles of MA-stretch before M4 in the mutant
GlyRs.

Compared with A384P, another hyperekplexia missense mu-
tation, P250T, showed significant changes not only in desensiti-
zation but also in other channel properties (Saul et al., 1999). The
basic channel properties, particularly Imax and agonist sensitivi-
ties, were largely impaired by P250T but not by A384P. As pro-
posed by previous studies that the desensitization gate is different
from the channel activation gate in Cys-loop receptors (Purohit
and Grosman, 2006; Hernandez et al., 2017), P250T likely affects
both gating and desensitization pathway, whereas A384P is only
involved in the desensitization. This is likely due to their different
conformational relationships to the channel pore (Hernandez et
al., 2017). Based on the crystal structure of �3 GlyRs (Huang et
al., 2015), the side chain of P250 extends toward the channel lumen,
whereas that of A384 is toward the M3/M4 interface (Fig. 5B). In
addition, P250 is not only a conserved residue among many Cys-
loop receptors, such as �1–3 subunits of GlyRs, the � subunit of
glutamate-activated chloride channel (GluCl), and �1–6, �1–3, �, 	,
and � subunits of GABAARs, but also is the common constriction
gate of channel lumen as indicated by the crystal structures of
GABAAR �3, GluCl, GlyR �1, and �3 (Hibbs and Gouaux, 2011;
Althoff et al., 2014; Miller and Aricescu, 2014; Du et al., 2015; Huang
et al., 2015). These observations suggest that the homologous site of
P250 is generally important for channel gating not only in GlyR �1
but also in other Cys-loop receptors.

Both P250T and A384P mutations enhanced GlyR �1 desensiti-
zation. GlyRs with the P250T mutation had a faster desensitization
rate than GlyRs with the A384P mutation. This is consistent with the
conformational analysis of the two residues. In contrast to P250,
which directly controls the constriction of channel lumen at the
cytoplasmic end, A384 possibly needs to interact with TM3 or
the TM1-TM2 linker to indirectly influence TM2 movement
through allosteric transduction process. The deficits caused by
some �1 subunit mutations can be partially rescued by incorpo-
ration of the � subunit (Xiong et al., 2014). In our study, incor-
poration of � subunits also partially reversed the accelerated
desensitization rate and increased extent caused by the A384P,
but not the P250T, mutation.

Possible pathogenesis of hyperekplexia in patients carrying
the a1 subunit A384P mutation
The A384P mutation was identified in a compound heterozygote
(A384P/R392H) (Mine et al., 2015) hyperekplexia patient. Ac-
cordingly, mutation analysis of the index patient’s family pedi-
gree showed that individuals homozygous, but not heterozygous,
for R392H were affected by hyperekplexia (Vergouwe et al., 1999;
Hmami et al., 2014). Expression of R392H alone in HEK293T
cells substantially reduced the membrane expression of GlyRs
and thus consequently reduced the glycine-induced Imax (Rea et
al., 2002; Villmann et al., 2009), whereas coexpression of �1R392H

and �1WT subunits exhibited channel properties similar to those
found with expression of �1WT subunits alone (Rea et al., 2002).
Consistent with previous studies, we found that coexpression of
�1R392H and �1WT subunits did not affect glycine sensitivity or

Figure 7. Current responses of �1WT� and �1A384P� GlyRs to repetitive application of brief pulses of glycine at different frequencies. A–C, Example current traces from two cells transfected with
�1WT� (left traces) or �1A384P� (right traces) evoked by application of high-frequency trains of brief glycine (1 mM) pulses at 1 Hz (A), 5 Hz (B), and 10 Hz (C). D–F, Peak current values show a more
rapidly decreasing trend in �1A384P� (n � 7, gray) compared with �1WT� (n � 7, black) GlyRs upon repetitive stimulation with glycine (1 M) pulses at 1 Hz (D), 5 Hz (E), and 10 Hz (F). Peak current
values were normalized with respect to the first peak in each series and averaged. G–I, Comparison of the normalized peak current values between �1WT� (n�7, black) and �1A384P� (n�7, gray)
GlyRs at the 2nd, 4th, 6th, and 8th s of the repetitive stimulation with glycine at 1 Hz (G), 5 Hz (H), and 10 Hz (I). *p � 0.05 (unpaired Student’s t test). **p � 0.01 (unpaired Student’s t test). ***p �
0.001 (unpaired Student’s t test).
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glycine-induced Imax. This indicates that, in humans, loss of func-
tion produced by the R392H mutation could also be completely
compensated for by the WT �1 subunit from the WT allele
(Vergouwe et al., 1999). To study the functional consequence of
heterozygous expression of both �1A384P and �1R392H subunits
that occurs in the hyperekplexia patient, we coexpressed �1A384P

and �1R392H subunits in HEK cells. We found that coexpression
of the two mutant subunits resulted in channel properties similar
to those of the �1A384P subunit alone, showing enhancement in
desensitization without major impairments in agonist sensitivity
or Imax. These findings suggested that �1 subunit mutation,
A384P, alone can lead to hyperekplexia in humans.

Different from receptors with �1P250T subunits that cause both
strong desensitization and reduced Imax, enhanced desensitiza-
tion is the major deficit of receptors with �1A384P subunits and
also a major cause of hyperekplexia. However, glycinergic IPSCs
usually have a fast decay time constant (4.9 –11.2 ms) (Takahashi
et al., 1992; Muller et al., 2006; Graham et al., 2011), while the
desensitization time constant of GlyRs containing �1A384P sub-
units is slower than 1 s, especially when the � subunit is incorpo-
rated. With repeated pulses of glycine at different frequencies to
mimic synaptic responses, the peak response amplitude was re-
duced in a frequency-dependent manner, which was more signif-
icant in �1A384P� than in �1WT� GlyRs. A similar phenomenon has
been reported for GABAA receptors (Bianchi and Macdonald,
2002). Interestingly, even at 1 Hz, the pulse responses were still
reduced by 13.5% after an 8 s stimulation in �1A384P� receptors,
indicating that the desensitization states cannot be fully recov-
ered within a 1 s interval. Nevertheless, the first peak in each train
had similar amplitudes in the same patch, which was due to the
longer intertrain intervals (	10 s) that allowed sufficient recov-
ery from desensitization. It also indicates that the decreasing
trend induced by train stimulation is not a long-term rundown of
GlyR responses caused by other irreversible mechanisms, such as
intracellular accumulation of ROS-induced sustained inhibition of
ACh receptors (Campanucci et al., 2008). Together, these data indi-
cate that desensitization caused by the A384P mutation could influ-
ence synaptic responses in the nervous system.

Presynaptic homomeric GlyRs might be one of the primary
causes of hyperekplexia (Xiong et al., 2014). In the present study,
we were not able to evaluate whether the deficit in presynaptic or
postsynaptic �1A384P subunit-containing GlyRs contributed more
to the pathogenesis. However, both presynaptic and postsynaptic
desensitization may be involved in pathogenesis. We infer that
the enhanced desensitization is the major channel deficit pro-
duced by the A384P mutation, and that it is likely to be one of the
primary causes for hyperekplexia in the patient.
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